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A B S T R A C T
Color image segmentation can be defined as dividing a color image into several disjoint, homogeneous, and
meaningful regions based on the color information. This paper proposes an efficient segmentation algorithm for
color images based on neutrosophic adaptive mean shift (NAMS) clustering. Firstly, an image is transformed in
neutrosophic set and interpreted by three subsets: true, indeterminate, and false memberships. Then a filter is
designed using indeterminacy membership value, and neighbors’ features are employed to alleviate in-
determinacy degree of image. A new mean shift clustering, improved by neutrosophic set, is employed to ca-
tegorize the pixels into different groups whose bandwidth is determined by the indeterminacy values adaptively.
At last, the segmentation is achieved using the clustering results. Various experiments have been conducted to
verify the performance of the proposed approach. A published method was then employed to take comparison
with the NAMS on clean, low contrast, and noisy images, respectively. The results demonstrate the NAMS
method achieves better performances on both clean image and low contrast and noisy images.
1. Introduction
Image segmentation divides an image into homogenous, disjoint
and meaningful regions which has been deduced as an important and
challenging application in image processing community [1,2]. Many
techniques have emerged for image segmentation [3–5]. These tech-
niques generally use gray scale intensity, color information or texture
information. Color is an important quantity which can be used to im-
prove the image segmentation quality compared to the methods only
using intensity. More segmentation approaches have been conducted on
color images with demanding needs.
Various segmentation algorithms have been proposed in the last
decade can be broadly categorized into three groups: feature based,
region based, and graph based methods [5]. Feature based algorithms
generally use the color or texture information to group the similar
features into well separated clusters [6]. This separation issue is
handled by a pre-defined distance measure. Clustering based image
segmentation approaches are generally efficient. However, some of
them do not consider the spatial information which causes under-
segmentation. Region based segmentation methods are capable of
preserving the edge or spatial information to produce more homo-
geneous and compact regions [7]. The watershed algorithm [8] is a
popular region based segmentation approach. However, it might lead
to over segmentation. This drawback can be eliminated by using a
further merging procedure to construct more meaningful regions
[7,9]. Graph based techniques are quite successful in image segmen-
tation because these techniques generally fuse both feature and spatial
information to produce more compact and well defined regions
[10,11]. The graph based approaches define a graph whose vertex
corresponds to a region and weight of edge is defined as the likelihood
to segmentation. A graph is separated into components according to
the cost function of vertices and edges. Graph based methods require
high computation complexity disables them in use of real-time ap-
plications.
Mean shift (MS) is an iterative and robust clustering technique
[12]. It seeks the local modes by shifting data to the average of its
neighborhood. It has been applied to image filtering [13], video
tracking [14] and image segmentation [15]. For image segmentation
task, MS produces homogeneous areas by fusing the sufficiently close
convergence points. Comaniciu et al. [15,16] used the mean shift to
segment color images and track objects. Ozertem et al. [17] combined
the MS algorithm and the spectral clustering method to produce an
effective segmentation method. Tao et al. [18] incorporated MS and
shortest spanning tree for effective segmentation of the ships in
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infrared images. Tao et al. [5] combined MS with normal graph cut
method to perform robust color image segmentation. Park et al. [19]
proposed an algorithm based on Gaussian mixture model and adap-
tive MS algorithm. The MS algorithm was used to decide the number
of Gaussian components. Another hybrid algorithm by Liu et al. [20]
incorporated MS and ant clustering technique for efficient image
segmentation. A deterministic searching method was developed by
incorporating the multiple cues into MS algorithm and was applied on
human tracking in color videos [21]. Ai et al. [22] examined in-
corporating the temporal characteristics of acquired functional
magnetic resonance imaging data with mean shift clustering for
functional magnetic resonance imaging analysis to enhance activa-
tion detections. Lai et al. [23] used MS for histogram equalization and
determined a set of textured regions by using the density of edge
concentration by using the MS abased approach. Ozden et al. [24]
proposed an approach using low-level features incorporating color,
spatial information and texture features in MS algorithm for seg-
mentation.
Although MS algorithm is quite successful in image segmentation,
it is necessary to determine a proper bandwidth value for the input
image. This situation creates two different categories of MS based
image segmentation approaches. In the first category, researchers use
the MS method to initially partition images and then another seg-
mentation scheme is produced based on some other methods such as
graph cuts or clustering methods. In the second category, researchers
investigate to improve the MS segmentation based on some adaptive
MS methods. Therefore, in this paper, we introduce the neutrosophic
set (NS) theory to MS algorithm to develop an adaptive MS clustering
algorithm for color image segmentation. In the proposed method, we
employ an improved NS based filter. Previous filters in NS domain,
such as alpha-mean filter, make edge blur, and cause erroneous
boundary segmentation. Moreover, the local spatial feature was not
considered with the global features. To alleviate these drawbacks, we
present an efficient segmentation algorithm based on neturosophic
adaptive mean shift clustering (NAMS) for color images. Each color
channel of image is transformed in neutrosophic set and interpreted
using three membership subsets: true, indeterminate and false mem-
berships. An indeterminacy filter implemented using indeterminacy
memberships and neighbor features is utilized to alleviate the in-
determinacy in the spatial domain. A new adaptive mean shift clus-
tering is improved by determining the bandwidth using the in-
determinacy values adaptively, and employed to identify the pixels
into non-overlap groups.
The remained paper is organized as: Section 2 describes the pro-
posed approach. Section 3 discusses experiments and results. The con-
clusions are conducted in Section 4.
2. Proposed method
2.1. Indeterminacy filter
In this section, an indeterminacy filter is implemented to alleviate
the disadvantages of traditional neutrosophic filter operations. Each
color channel of an image is transformed in neutrsophic set, and a
subset Is interprets each channel’s indeterminate information on spatial
domain. A filter named indeterminacy filter is constructed using Is to
alleviate the indeterminacy of spatial information.
Table 1
Detailed steps of the NAMS.
Input: Color image
Output: Segmented image
Step 1: Map each channel of an image to neutrosophic set;
Step 2: Convolute each channel using the indeterminacy filter;
Step 3: Compute the indeterminate values of the channels;
Step 4: Randomly select an ungroup pixel Pi and compute the bandwidth bw using its
indeterminate value;
Step 5: Cluster the pixels into current group which have less distance than the
bandwidth bw;
Step 6: Update the bandwidth bw using the average value of the indeterminate values
in current cluster;
Step 7: Go to Step 5 until the mean of the current clustering become unchanged;
Step 8: Go to Step 4 until all pixels are clustered;
Step 9: Separate the image using the clustering result.
Fig. 1. The flowchart of the proposed method.
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In neutrosophic set (NS), an alternative Ai is denoted as
A A A A{T( ),I( ),F( )}/i i i i, where AT( )i , AI( )i , and AF( )i are denoted as
memberships to the true, indeterminate and false sets, individually. A
color channel in image ICNS is interpreted using three subsets TC, IC and
FC. A pixel P(x,y) in ICNS is denoted as
=P x y x y x y(x,y) {Tc( , ),Ic( , ),Fc( , )}NS . x yTc( , ), x yIc( , ) and x yFc( , ) interpret
the memberships to bright, indeterminate and black sets, respectively,
which are defined using the intensity value as:
= −
−
g x y g
g g
Tc(x,y)
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where g(x,y) and Gd(x,y) are the intensity and gradient magnitude at
(x,y) on different color channels, respectively.
A filter is designed using the indeterminate value Ic(x,y) and its
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where GIc is a kernel function of the filter, and σI is the standard de-
viation to determine the shape of the kernel function. A function f(·) is
employed to map the indeterminate degree. When the indeterminate
value is high, the value of σI is large and the filtering can make the
current pixel smooth according to neighbors. When it is low, the value
of σI is small and the filtering takes less smoothing operation. a and b
are the parameters in the linear function to transform the indeterminate
value to filter’s parameter value.
A convolution is conducted on true membership value Tc(x,y), and it
will become more smooth after filtering.
















where ′Tc is the result after indeterminate filter on Tc. GIc is a kernel
function of the filter, and m is its size.
2.2. Mean shift
Mean shift (MS) can find the maximum of a density function [12]. It
has been applied into cluster analysis in image processing [15]. MS is
defined as a scheme to find the maximum of a density function on
discrete data [9]. It starts with an initial estimate x and takes an
iteration process. A kernel function K(xi-x)} determines the weight of





















where N(x) is the neighbors of x for which ≠K(x) 0 .
The difference −m(x) x is defined as mean shift [25]. The method
sets m(x) to x, and repeats the estimation until m(x) converges.
The result of mean shift clustering is controlled by the kernel
bandwidth value. Other clustering approaches, such as k-means and
fuzzy c-means, require a number of clusters to be specified as an
input. At most time, the number of the clusters is unknown. It is an
Fig. 2. Original natural images.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of segmentation results on natural
images.
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important advantage of MS that it does not need the number of the
clusters.
2.3. Neutrosophic adaptive mean shift algorithm (NAMS)
In the MS clustering, the value of kernel bandwidth can often be
chosen based on some domain-specific knowledge. In the image seg-
mentation problem, the bandwidth value can be viewed as how close
colors need to be considered related to each other in color space.
However, in most conditions, especially for image with different illu-
mination situations, the kernel bandwidth is challenging to select and
should be picked up adaptively according to image’s local character-
istics.
In the proposed method, the kernel bandwidth is determined using
the indeterminate values adaptively.
=bw(x,y) f(Ic(x,y)) (8)
where bw(x,y) is the adaptive bandwidth of the current cluster, x yIc( , )
is the average indeterminacy value of the current cluster at the center
pixel p(x,y), and f(·) is a function to map the indeterminate value to
bandwidth value. In our algorithm, we use a linear function as:
= ′ − ′f(Ic(x,y)) Ic(x,y)(Tc Tc )max min (9)
where ′Tcmax and ′Tcmin are the maximum and minimum of ′Tc at current
cluster among all color channels.
All steps in the proposed NAMS method are summarized as follows
(see Table 1):
The whole flowchart of the proposed NAMS method is described as
Fig. 1.
3. Experimental works and results
The proposed NAMS has been tested on a variety of color images as
shown in Fig. 2, and compared with a newly published fast adaptive
mean shift (FAMS) color image segmentation algorithm [26] and tra-
ditional mean shift (MS) algorithm [15]. We follow the same para-
meters in the original papers. In the proposed method, all experiments
are taken using the same parameters as: a= 1 and b=0.25 which are
obtained using trail-and-error technique.
3.1. Performance on natural images
Here, natural images are employed to validate the NAMS’s perfor-
mance which was commonly used in other publications. Six images in
Fig. 2 are selected representatively to show the performance of the
NAMS compared to other methods.
Fig. 3 shows segmentation results of MS, FAMS and NAMS
methods for images. While the first column of Fig. 3 shows the MS
segmentation results, second and third columns show the FAMS and
proposed NAMS results, respectively. The results of “Lena” are shown
in the first row of Fig.3. The regions of the eyes, face, nose and mouth
are preserved well in the third column. Areas above the hair and hat
are also identified into correct group. The MS method takes incorrect
segmentations in the area above hat. In the second row of the Fig. 3,
there are segmentation results of the “Parrot” image. MS and the
proposed NAMS produced almost similar segmentations while FAMS
produced the worse segmentation. The head of the parrot is well
segmented by the proposed NAMS method and the regions are quite
homogenous. Similar comparing results are shown in the “Peppers”
images in the third row of Fig. 3. When the proposed NAMS method
result is implemented on the image, the surfaces of the pepper regions
are segmented correctly and the results are consistent. On the other
hand, these regions are corrupted by noise and results are worse in
the MS and FAMS methods. The superiority of the NAMS algorithm
can also be found in other images in Fig. 3. Thus, a general as-
sumption can say that proposed NAMS shows better performance
than those of FAMS and MS on visual. The results of the NAMS ca-
tegorized most points into correct classes, while the boundary details
are kept.
3.2. Performance on low contrast images
Some low contrast images are also used to evaluate the NAMS’s
performance. A comparison with MS and FAMS methods was also
Fig. 4. Natural low contrast images.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of segmentation results on
natural low contrast images.
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considered on these images. The used low contrast images are shown in
Fig.4 and results were given in Fig. 5, respectively.
The first row of Fig. 5 depicts the segmentation results on “Plane”
image. It contains a plane in a cloudy sky with low contrast. Thus, the
ground-truth segmentation should have two regions one for the plane
and the other for background. When this assumption is considered, the
worse result was produced by FAMS method where several cloud re-
gions and plane were segmented as the same region. On the other hand,
MS and proposed NAMS methods produced reasonable segmentations,
where plane and sky regions were perfectly recovered. But, when MS
segmentation result is analyzed in detail, it can be seen that some of the
plane regions were segmented as background.
In the second row of Fig. 5, the results for “Tiger” image are
given. As in Fig. 5, the MS method did not segment the regions on
tiger correctly. In addition, the tree also segmented as background.
FAMS also produced several false segmentations. The tiger and
background regions were overlapped. In short, MS and FAMS
methods did not produce meaningful regions. The proposed NAMS
produced more proper regions. The tiger, tree and background re-
gions are more meaningful. A snake image is used as it was given in
the third row of Fig. 5. Similar to the previous results, MS and NAMS
produced similar results while worse segmentation result was
yielded by FAMS. In addition, MS segmentation result contained
some noises on the snake region. In the rest results that were de-
picted in other rows of Fig. 5 proves that the proposed NAMS pro-
duced more meaningful and reasonable segmentation comparable to
MS and FAMS methods.
3.3. Performance on noisy images
We also compared the segmentation performances of the proposed
NAMS with MS and FAMS methods on noisy images. Figs. 6, 8, 10, and
12 show images corrupted by different noise levels. The Gaussian noise
was added. The obtained segmentation results were given in Figs. 7, 9,
11, and 13, respectively. The results of NAMS were not affected by
noises while the results of MS and FAMS were corrupted. In the com-
paring results, the proposed NAMS approach is well performed to se-
parate noise free images and noisy images.
4. Conclusion
In this study, an efficient approach is proposed for color image using
neutrosophic adaptive mean shift clustering method. An indeterminacy
filter is implemented using the indeterminacy value and the spatial
feature is utilized to alleviate the indeterminacy in the spatial domain.
A new mean shift clustering, improved by neutrosophic set, is employed
to categorize the pixels into different groups whose bandwidth is de-
termined by the indeterminacy values adaptively. The segmentation
results are achieved using the adaptive mean shift clustering results. A
variety of experiments show the better performance of the NAMS ap-
proach than the existing algorithms because the indeterminacy has
been depicted and employed well in the NAMS. The results also de-
monstrate the presented method is able to segment the images properly
and effectively on both clean images and noisy images.
Fig. 6. Lena image with Gaussian noise.
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Fig. 7. Segmentation results on Lena image with Gaussian noise.
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Fig. 8. Parrot image with Gaussian noise.
Fig. 9. Segmentation results on Parrot image with Gaussian noise.
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Fig. 10. Peppers image with Gaussian noise.
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Fig. 11. Segmentation results on Peppers image with Gaussian noise.
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Fig.12. Plane image with Gaussian noise.
Fig. 13. Segmentation results on Plane image with Gaussian noise.
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